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A growing body of research aims to describe
phonological patterns with subregular classes of
formal languages or functions. Of particular note
in this subregular hierarchy are the Strictly Lo-
cal languages (SL; McNaughton and Papert, 1971;
Rogers and Pullum, 2011; Rogers et al., 2013),
and the Strictly Piecewise languages (SP; Heinz,
2010; Rogers et al., 2010, 2013), both of which
are described in more detail below. The SL lan-
guages were extended to functions by Chandlee
(2014) and Chandlee et al. (2014, 2015); the work
presented here investigates whether the SP lan-
guages can be extended to functions in a similar
way. While the SP functions may be able to cap-
ture non-local phonological processes that are not
SL, it is somewhat difficult to achieve a straight-
forward definition of an SP function. As part of
this work in progress, we first define a more pow-
erful type of function and investigate whether the
intended SP properties can be obtained by impos-
ing specific restrictions.

The SLk languages are those that ban certain
contiguous sequences of length k, and have been
put forth as a characterization of locally bounded
phonotactic restrictions. A key property of SLk

languages is what is known as Suffix Substitution
Closure (Rogers and Pullum, 2011; Rogers et al.,
2013): any two well-formed strings in an SLk lan-
guage that share a suffix of length k � 1 can both
be legally continued by the same set of strings.

Chandlee (2014) and Chandlee et al. (2014,
2015) expanded on this property to define the
Strictly Local functions, in which the the output
associated with an input segment is determined by
the immediately preceding k�1 elements on either
the input side (ISLk) or output side (OSLk). These
functions can model many local phonological pro-
cesses such as substitution, deletion, and epenthe-
sis. A major limitation of the SL languages and
functions, though, is that they cannot model long-

distance patterns such as sibilant harmony in Aari
(e.g., /Sed-er-s-it/ ! [SederSit], ‘I was seen’; Hay-
ward, 1990).

One proposed means of capturing long-distance
patterns is to eliminate the requirement of conti-
guity. The SPk languages operate in this man-
ner, banning certain sequences of length k whether
contiguous or not. For example, sibilant harmony
in Aari can be described as a ban on output strings
that contain the subsequence [S...s]. As many non-
local phonotactic dependencies can be character-
ized as SP languages (Heinz, 2010), this raises
the question of whether the language class can be
extended to functions as well. Preliminary work
suggests that it may be possible to do so, though
our line of inquiry faces an interesting challenge.
Namely, the SPk languages do not exhibit a prop-
erty directly analogous to Suffix Substitution Clo-
sure, which makes it difficult to extend them to
functions with the same approach that has been
used for the ISLk or OSLk functions.

Interestingly, the class of Piecewise Testable
languages (PT; Simon, 1975; Rogers et al., 2010,
2013), which are the boolean closure of the SP
languages, do have such a suffix-related closure
property. Rather than simply banning specific sub-
sequences, a PTk language is one that excludes
strings with an impermissible set of subsequences
of up to length k. Rogers et al.’s (2013) Theo-
rem 7 states that given a PTk language L and any
two strings with a matching set of subsequences
of up to length k, either both strings are in L or
neither string is in L. A corollary of this Theorem
is that any two well-formed strings in a PTk lan-
guage that have matching sets of subsequences of
up to length k can both be legally continued by the
same set of strings. The SPk languages are effec-
tively a restricted type of PTk language, and we
propose to define the SPk functions as PTk func-
tions that satisfy certain restrictions.



Intuitively, an Output Piecewise k-Testable
(OPTk) function would keep track of the subse-
quences of up to length k produced so far, which
would dictate the output for any subsequent input
segment. For example, consider Figure 1 which
shows how a hypothetical OPT1 function would
model the Aari sibilant harmony from above. Each
circle represents the strings of length 1 (i.e., the
individual segments) produced thus far, and an ar-
row labelled x : y acts as instruction to output y
and move to the indicated state upon reading x.
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Figure 1: Aari sibilant harmony as an OPT1 function,
where ? denotes any non-sibilant

The key difference between an SPk and a PTk

language is that a given k-subsequence has a con-
sistent effect on well-formedness in an SPk lan-
guage; this is not necessarily true in a PTk lan-
guage. Since a PTk language is defined with
reference to sets of subsequences, it is possible
for a PTk language to exclude (i.e., treat as ill-
formed) all strings containing a given k-length
subsequence u, except those strings that also con-
tain a different k-length subsequence v. Such
conditional well-formedness of a k-length subse-
quence is impossible to describe using an SPk lan-
guage.

We therefore propose that the SPk functions
could be defined by restricting the PTk functions
such that the presence of a given subsequence has
a consistent effect on the output for some input
segment. A preliminary definition of the Output
Strictly k-Piecewise (OSPk) functions along these
lines is provided below. Subk�1(x) denotes the
set of subsequences of up to length k � 1 in a
string x, and cont(�, w) denotes the contribution

of � relative to w, or the output produced upon
reading � after having read w.

Definition 1. A function f : ⌃⇤ ! �⇤
is OSPk

iff:

1. If cont(�, w) is undefined, then

cont(�, w0) is undefined for all w0
such that

Subk�1(f(w0)) ◆ Subk�1(f(w))

2. If Subk�1(f(w1)) 6= Subk�1(f(w2))
and cont(�, w1) 6= cont(�, w2), then ei-

ther:

• cont(�, w3) = cont(�, w1) for all

w3 such that Subk�1(f(w3)) ◆
(Subk�1(f(w1)) [ Subk(f(w2)))

• cont(�, w3) = cont(�, w2) for all

w3 such that Subk�1(f(w3)) ◆
(Subk�1(f(w1)) [ Subk(f(w2)))

The first point ensures that if some instance of
an output subsequence causes the contribution of
a following input element to be undefined in one
case, then all instances of that output subsequence
will cause the contribution of that following input
element to be undefined. The second point ensures
that when two subsequences have a different de-

fined effect on the contribution of some input ele-
ment, one of these is dominant and will apply to all
mappings containing both subsequences. If this is
indeed an appropriate definition of the OSPk func-
tions, an automata-theoretic characterization as in
Figure 1 seems likely achievable.

Future work could then compare the OSP func-
tions and the Output Tier-based Strictly Local
functions (OTSL; Chandlee et al., 2017; Chan-
dlee and McMullin, 2018; Burness and McMullin,
2019), which have also been put forth as a means
of capturing non-local phonological maps. Like
their name suggests, these are functional exten-
sions of the Tier-based Strictly Local languages
(TSL; Heinz et al., 2011; McMullin and Hansson,
2016). Rather than eschewing contiguity, the TSL
languages and functions capture long-distance pat-
terns by augmenting the SL languages and func-
tions with a tier—a subset of the alphabet that al-
lows us to ignore irrelevant elements that stand be-
tween interacting elements.

A decisive outcome from this comparison
would have interesting consequences for phono-
logical theory. If the OSP functions offer a bet-
ter fit to the typology, it would suggest that local
and non-local phonological maps are fundamen-
tally different: the former operating according to
strict precedence and the latter operating accord-
ing to general precedence. If, on the other hand,



the OTSL functions offer a better fit to the typol-
ogy, it would suggest that all phonological maps
operate according to strict precedence, relative to
certain elements.
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